RESIDENTIAL STREET LIGHTING

BEAUTIFUL LIGHTING FOR BEAUTIFUL NEIGHBORHOODS

Sternberg Lighting
ESTABLISHED 1923 / EMPLOYEE OWNED
Outdoor lighting with site amenities, traffic & street signs

Hackberry Creek Village, a subdivision in Irving, Texas uses fully backed cast traffic sign frames and cast street signs. The street signs feature the names of each street as well as the Village logo, cast right into the signs for a look that reflects the pride of this community.
Beautiful lighting for an entire community

**The Glen**, in Glenview, IL, represents an example of how Sternberg’s poles and fixtures allowed the Developer to maintain a common overall design theme, while allowing the residential and public areas to maintain a sense of individuality. Sternberg’s Lake Bluff down light fixtures were chosen for the residential neighborhoods for their reduced light trespass and reduced uplight.

*Sternberg helps create the perfect place to call home.*
Residential - home builder street lighting

Mill Creek, in Geneva, IL, is lighting up their residential streets by using our single and twin Summit down light luminaires on 14’ Barrington candy-cane tapered poles.
The finishing touch to fine neighborhoods

Cheyenne Village, in Frisco, TX, a residential development community now displays our Frisco luminaires with roof optics on 12’ Barrington tapered fluted poles painted in Verde Green.

North Dallas, in Texas (lower right) uses our Prairie lighting fixtures on square poles. Our Lake Bluff down light (bottom left) on Richmond poles with candy cane scrolls continues to be a favorite installation design.
Lighting for your subdivision

Treviso Bay, east of Naples, FL, is a resort-style community, featuring Sternberg Euro fixtures on 12’ Richmond fluted poles with a custom Old Iron finish. The installation creates a beautiful home environment with pleasing streetscapes.
Sternberg is lighting up residential communities throughout the country

**Sternberg Lighting** has served residential home building communities in cities, towns and villages all across the United States. We can provide you with traditional and architectural lighting luminaires, poles, coordinating bollards, site amenities and landscape furnishings to complete any streetscape.

A. **Merit Country Club & Estates** in Libertyville, IL, shows off the elegance of the Heritage fixture on a Boston pole. The simple base design leads into a smooth tapered pole section, coordinating with other architectural styles.

B. **Picnic Point** in Seattle, WA, homeowners chose the classic Ripon-A luminaires on Georgetown posts, along the park’s pathways, all finished in Verde Green.

C. **Prairie Crossing** in Grayslake, IL, uses our 1910 Acorn with a 32” shade on a Lincoln candy-cane pole. This fixture directs the light downward and not up toward the sky.

D. **Maplewood, MN,** has installed Omega 1527 fixtures on custom 20’ Vernon poles. The pole base was extended to 55” tall for the modification. Features a custom logo.

E. **City of Peoria, IL,** historic district has five globe clusters atop our steel fluted poles with cast iron Fort Collins bases. This Victorian style assembly has decorative heavy scroll arms and ball fonts.

When your project calls for custom or unusual installations, Sternberg Lighting can help. Shown here is a cast maple leaf logo installed in the bend of the arm.
Lighting is one of the most important aspects and prominent features of upscale neighborhoods. Whether your concern is preventing residential light trespass or meeting local lighting ordinances, Sternberg’s experience and variety of optical systems enable you to dress up your streets and complement your housing designs with effective lighting.